As technology advances, the need for safe, secure, and sustainable products and experiences continues to grow at an astronomical rate. Yet at the same time, brand trust is eroding — product recalls, data breaches, counterfeiting, misleading marketing messages, and negative or falsified online reviews have taken their toll on market confidence.

Consider making the switch to UL Solutions by converting your existing NRTL or CB certification. UL Solutions has more than 125 years of experience working with companies all over the world. As a global leader in safety science, UL Solutions can help you consolidate all your testing and certification needs, simplify your regulatory compliance process, enhance your brand reputation and achieve cost efficiencies.

We are the trusted partner of more than 60% of Fortune 500 and Global 500 companies. In fact, 66% of U.S. retailers prefer the UL Mark over other testing, inspection, and certification marks.

Our safety science leadership and comprehensive portfolio of services makes us the preferred single-source provider for your critical business needs. UL Solutions does much more than perform tests. We understand the intricacy of today’s business world, and we offer a wide-ranging suite of services that can help you navigate it.

We partner closely with you as you address sustainability concerns, issues stemming from dynamic supply chains, the complexities of connectivity, cybersecurity threats and much more.

Here are just some of the reasons to make the change to UL Solutions:

- The UL Mark is the single most accepted Certification Mark in the United States, appearing on 22 billion products globally.

- UL Solutions has helped develop more than 1,600 standards to define safety, security, quality and sustainability.

- Our experts sit on more than 1,300 standard panels and other technical committees, including the American National Standards Institute (ANSI), the Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation (AAMI) and the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC).

- Our experts are members of more than 500 international committees that help write regulatory standards.

- UL Solutions has many IECEE CB Scheme, NRTL and U.S. FDA ASCA-accredited testing laboratories worldwide.

- Our senior engineers leverage 23 years of experience, on average.
Best of all, it’s simple to transfer/combine your existing test reports to UL Solutions. You can do it in just **three simple steps:**

1. **Gather your documents**
   - CB Test Report and Test Certificate (if transferring from a CB), or
   - NRTL Test Report (if transferring from an NRTL)

2. **Coordinate your conversion**
   - UL Solutions engineers will assess your conversion request and provide options.

3. **Complete your conversion**
   - A new UL NRTL certification will be issued.

*If transferring from an NRTL without a CB certification, we will collect one year of NRTL inspection records and one device for a construction review.

**Why work with UL Solutions?**

- **Expanded scope of certification**
  We can help you with our comprehensive range of offerings, from safety, wireless, and EMC compliance to sustainability requirements, providing an expanded scope of services across regulatory requirements globally.

- **Alignment with regulatory changes**
  If there are regulatory changes or updates in your industry, UL Solutions can evaluate your products to the latest regulations.

- **Quality and credibility**
  UL Solutions has a strong track record, thorough assessment processes and industry recognition that can provide you with added confidence in the value and integrity of your certification.

By taking these simple steps to transfer to UL Solutions, you will have access to a wider network of professionals with deep technical expertise and vast industry knowledge. Backed by these experts, we can help you demonstrate compliance with the appropriate standards, protect your brand reputation, increase your speed to market and much more.

Get in touch with our experts to discuss your requirements or if you have any questions, feel free to contact us at UL.com/contact-us.